Abstract
Introduction
In recent years, flash memory as well as flash-based solid state disks has been widely used in various embedded computing systems, enterprise computing environment and portable devices such as PDAs (personal digital assistants), HPCs (handheld PCs), PMPs (portable multimedia players) and mobile phones, owing this success to its small size, shock resistance, low-power consumption and nonvolatile properties [1] [2] [3] .
Meanwhile, flash memory exhibits some special characteristics different from magnetic disks, such as not-in-place update and asymmetric read/write/erase latencies. However, the special features of flash memory are usually transparent to file systems, because most flash-based SSDs use a flash translation layer (FTL) [15] [16] to cope with the special features of flash memory, which maps logical page addresses from the file system to physical page addresses used in flash memory devices. FTL is very useful because it enables a traditional operating system or DBMS to run on flash-based SSDs without any changes to its kernel. On the other side, the overall performance of flash SSDs depends highly on the FTL scheme. Different FTL algorithm will lead to different I/O performance of flash-based SSDs.
In order to improve the performance of FTL-integrated SSDs, a write buffer is usually used inside SSDs. As shown in Fig. 1 , the write buffer is located between the FTL and upper-layered file system. Generally, the write buffer aims at reducing the count of write operations to flash memory. However, since merge operations will be introduced by the flush operations from the write buffer, the overhead issued by FTL becomes another important factor that we have to consider in the write buffer management scheme. To address those problems, a few write buffer management policies have been proposed, among which the most famous ones are FAB [7] , BPLRU [8] , and CLC [13] . FAB [7] selects the largest size of page cluster as a victim to maximize the chance of switch merge in flash memory. BPLRU [8] adopts the page padding and LRU compensation so as not to invoke full merge operations, which is very expensive. Both FAB and BPLRU do not consider the temporal locality of access pattern carefully. CLC [13] resolves the problems of FAB and BPLRU by adopting dual LRU lists to maintain hot and cold page clusters respectively. However, in our experiments we discovered that most of the victims selected by CLC contain a sequence of random writes, which would lead to a large number of full merge operations and result in poor performance. In this paper, we proposed a new write buffer management algorithm for flash-based SSDs, which is called BPCLC (Block Padding Cold and Large Cluster first). The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(a) We propose the new BPCLC algorithm to improve the performance of write buffer management in flash-based SSDs. BPCLC introduces a partial block padding approach to write buffer management, which can effectively reduce the write count, erase count, as well as full merges during write buffer replacement and flushing.
(b) We present a parameter named page distribution density for every victim cluster to adjust the performance of partial block padding.
(c) We conduct experiments on a flash memory simulation platform using one trace generated by DiskSim [14] and another real OLTP trace. Compared with FAB, BPLRU, and CLC, BPCLC wins the best in both types of workloads with respect to write count, erase count, merge count, and overall I/O overhead.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the related work. Section 3 presents the BPCLC algorithm. In Section 4, we discuss the experimental results. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
Background and Related work
In this section, we briefly describe the hardware characteristics of flash memory and the internal mechanism of FTL. And then we review the write buffer management policies for flash-based SSDs.
Flash memory
Flash memory is a type of EEPROM, which is invented by Intel and Toshiba in 1980s. There are two types of flash memory, NOR and NAND, among which the NAND flash memory is commonly used in secondary storages. Flash memory usually consists of many blocks and each block contains a fixed set of pages (also called sectors) [4] . Typically, the page size is 2KB and a block consists of 64 pages. The basic operations for flash memory are read, write, and erase. The read and write operations are performed with page unit, whereas erase operations use block granularity. The three operations typically have different latencies. Basically, the latency of a write operation is about 10 times higher than that of a read operation and an erase operation costs about 8 times than a write operations, as shown in Table 1 . However, flash memory has many special characteristics compared with magnetic disk. First, a flash page can not be overwritten before being erased, which means that data in a page can not be updated in-place. When data in a page has to be modified, the entire page must be written into a free page and the old page must be invalidated. Hence, flash memory always requires out-of-place updates. Second, flash memory has asymmetric read/write speeds and limited block erase count. Finally, updating a page will cause costly erase operations performed by some garbage collection policy [6] , in case that no enough free pages exist in flash memory.
Flash Translation Layer (FTL)
The flash translation layer (FTL) was first proposed by Intel in 1998 [10] . The motivation of FTL is to emulate flash memory as a block device and provide block-level interfaces; therefore file systems can treat flash-based SSDs as traditional magnetic disks. By maintaining an internal address mapping table, FTL redirects each request from file system to flash memory controller, and make erase operation transparent to the upper-layered file system.
According to the address mapping schemes, FTL can be classified into three types, which are pagelevel FTL, block-level FTL, and hybrid FTL. In the page-level FTL, the mapping table maintains the mapping information between logical page addresses and physical page addresses. Therefore, a logical page can be mapped by the out-of-place scheme, which means a logical page can be written to any physical page in a block. If a page containing data is request to be updated, the page-level FTL writes the new data to a new free page and updates the address mapping table. This scheme, with a very quick speed of address translation, requires a large memory space to store the mapping table. The block-level FTL maintains a mapping table which holds mapping information between logical block addresses and physical block addresses. In this scheme, a page must have the same offset in the physical block as in the corresponding logical block. Compare with the page-level FTL, The block-level FTL needs a smaller mapping table and is more space efficient. However, even when only a small portion of a block should be modified, the specified block should be erased and the non-updated pages as well as the updated page should be copied into a new block. This will lead to a high page migration cost thus poor write performance.
The hybrid FTL uses both page-level mapping and block-level mapping. In this scheme, all the flash memory blocks are separated into log blocks and data blocks. The log blocks are called log buffer. So the hybrid FTL is also called as log buffer-based FTL. While the log blocks use a page-level mapping table and the out-of-place policy, the data blocks use a block-level mapping table and the in-place scheme.
When a write request is sent to the hybrid FTL, it first writes the data into a log block and invalidates the old data in data block. When the log blocks are full and there is no empty space, it chooses a log block as victim and flushes all the valid pages in the log block to data blocks. In this step, the log block must be merged with the associated data blocks. So, this step is called block merge. There are three types of block merges, which are switch merge, partial merge, and full merge [11] . If a log block contains all pages of its associate data block, FTL will perform a switch merge, in which it identifies the log block as a data block and erases the original data block to get a free log block. If a contiguous subset of pages in a data block is updated sequentially and other pages are not updated, FTL performs a partial merge which needs to copy the valid pages in the old data block into the log block and changes the log block as a data block, and then erase the old data block to get a free log block. Otherwise, the merge operation needs to copy the valid pages in both the old data block and the log block to a new data block, then erases the old data block and log block. This kind is called full merge which is the most expensive merge operation. The partial merge and switch merge can be done only when all the pages in the victim log block are written by the in-place scheme. While the full merge requires many page copies and block erases, the partial merge and switch merge invoke low page migration costs. The hybrid FTL can reduce the page migration cost compared to the block-level FTL with a small-sized mapping table.
There have been many researches on the log buffer-based FTLs. There are two kinds of schemes depending on the block association policy, i.e., 1:1 log block mapping (BAST) [11] and 1:N log block mapping (FAST) [12] . The block association policy means how many data blocks a log block can be used for. In the 1:1 scheme, a log block is allocated for only one data block. The 1:1 log block mapping of BAST can invoke frequent log block merges. So, the log blocks in BAST would show very low space utilization when they are replaced from the log buffer. If the write request pattern is random, the 1:1 mapping scheme shows poor performance since frequent log block merges are inevitable. Such a phenomenon where most write requests invoke a block merge is called log block thrashing.
To prevent the log block thrashing problem, the 1:N mapping scheme of FAST was proposed. In 1:N scheme, a log block can be used for multiple data blocks at a time. Using the 1:N mapping, we can prevent the log block thrashing problem. However, the problem of 1:N mapping is its high block associativity, where the block associativity means how many data blocks are associated with a log block. This means that FAST scheme requires a large cost per block merge though it invokes a small number of block merge. The maximum block associativity is same to the number of pages in a block.
Recently, a special N:N scheme was introduced, where N number of log blocks can be used for N number of data blocks. Superblock scheme [17] is one example of N:N mapping. The N:N scheme is a hybrid form of 1:1 mapping scheme and 1:N mapping scheme. So, it also has both the block thrashing problem and the high block associativity problem.
Write buffer management
In order to improve the write performance of flash-based SSDs, an efficient technique is to use a write buffer. The write buffer can reduce the number of write requests sent to flash memory by merging repeated write requests on the same page or transforming random write sequences into sequential writes. As a consequence, the write buffer management policy is an important issue because it determines the flash memory write pattern and erasure pattern.
A lot of work has been made to investigate the write buffer management schemes in flash-based SSDs, and many of them adopt a page cluster approach. For example, Kang et al. in [13] explains that managing buffer pages in cluster level instead of in page level can decrease the number of extra write and erase operations efficiently. [7] Although FAB is a DRAM buffer replacement policy which maintains pages not only for read requests but also for write requests, it can be treated as a write buffer management policy, provided that we only consider the write requests [12] . It selects a page cluster containing the largest number of pages in the buffer as a victim block for replacement. The main purpose of FAB is to minimize the number of write and erase operations in flash memory by increasing the probability for switch merge operation. The data structure for FAB is shown in Fig. 2 . However, FAB just considers the size of page cluster, it is only applied to the environment in which the large page clusters are cold and the small clusters are hot. Therefore, FAB may evict the recently used pages if the corresponding block has the largest number of pages in the write buffer. This problem results from that the block-level page eviction is prior to the page recency in selecting a victim page in FAB.
In [8] , Kim et al. proposed a write buffer management scheme for flash-based SSDs, called Block Padding Least Recently Used (BPLRU). It also evicts all the pages of a victim block like FAB but it determines the victim block based on the block-level LRU value. BPLRU uses three key techniques, block-level (cluster-level) LRU, page padding, and LRU compensation. Block-level LRU updates the LRU list considering the size of the erasable block to minimize the number of merge operations in the FTL; Page padding changes the fragmented write patterns to sequential ones to reduce the buffer flushing cost, and LRU compensation adjusts the LRU list to use RAM for random writes more effectively. However, BPLRU does not consider the reference frequency of pages when clustering pages, so the hit ratio will be decreased. Another problem of BPLRU is that when a small-sized cluster is evicted, many clean pages are needed to read from flash memory, which results in a large overhead of page padding.
Kang et al. proposed a write buffer management policy in [13] , named CLC, which is also based on the page cluster idea. In the CLC policy, both the temporal locality and cluster size are considered when selecting a victim. To accommodate both temporal locality and cluster size, it maintains two kinds of cluster lists, namely a size-independent LRU cluster list and a size-dependent LRU cluster list. Compared with FAB and BPLRU, CLC has a better consideration on the temporal locality of the data access pattern. It maintains most of the hot clusters in the size-independent LRU list and evicts the cold cluster first. Thus, CLC increases the buffer hit ratio and decreases the overall I/O overhead. However, CLC also has some problems. If a cluster contains the pages whose offsets are sequentially from 0 to the largest page offset in the cluster, we defined this cluster as a fully sequential write sequence (FSWS). Otherwise, we defined the cluster as un-fully sequential write sequence (UFSWS). The largest size of a fully sequential write sequence equals the size of a block in flash memory. As shown in Fig.3 , in our experiment we observed that about 90% of the evicted clusters in CLC are un-fully sequential write sequences, which will lead to a large number of full merge operations and therefore a poor performance of FTL. Table 2) In summary, current flash-aware write buffer management schemes still have some problems. In some conditions, they show poor performance for they are not devised to consider both the data access pattern and the behaviors of FTL schemes.
The BPCLC algorithm
In this section, we discuss the BPCLC (Block Padding Cold and Large Cluster first) algorithm. We present a new technique, called partial block padding, to reduce the possibility of full merge operations and then improve the overall I/O performance of flash-based SSDs. We first describe the basic idea of our method, and then discuss how the pages distribution density impacts the efficiency of the partial block padding technique.
Partial block padding
Block padding technique is an effective method to improve the overall performance [8] . However, the block padding technique will invoke a large overhead cost since it reads the unmodified pages from flash memory into the buffer in order to write a complete block. To avoid reading a large number of unmodified pages, instead of reading all the pages a cluster lacks we just pad the victim until it becomes a fully sequential write sequence (FSWS). We also call this padding method as partial block padding. The partial block padding has a few advantages. First, it increases the possibility of partial merge or switch merge. Second, it will reduce the costly random write operations and improve the I/O performance because of the high sequential write performance of SSD. Fig.4 shows an example of partial block padding technique. Here, we suppose a block contains maximal six pages. The victim cluster has two random pages (7 and 9), the partial block padding approach will read page 6 and 8 instead of reading all the missed four pages during the padding procedure. After that, the four pages identified from 6 to 9 are sequentially written into the corresponding log block. When there are not enough log blocks. The log block and the corresponding data block are collected with a partial merge operation. Compared with the fully block padding used in BPLRU, the partial block padding technique reduces the page padding overhead and therefore improve the I/O performance. Our experimental results will reveal this result. However, the efficiency of the page padding is actually affected by the pages distribution density of the victim cluster. We will explore this issue in the following section.
Page distribution density
To exploit the effect of the partial block padding technique, we introduce a parameter named page distribution density for the evicted cluster. Pages distribution density (PDD) (0 < PDD ≤ 1) is defined as follows:
Here, n refers to the number of pages in the original victim cluster before the block padding, and m is the number of pages read from flash memory during the partial block padding procedure. For example, in Fig.5 , the original victim cluster contains two pages, and two pages are read from flash memory during the partial block padding, so the page distribution density is 2/(2+2), i.e., 0.5. If the original victim cluster already contains a sequential write list of pages, the PDD is 1, which means no pages are required to read from flash memory during the partial block padding process. As a consequence, a bigger PDD value means less pages read when performing partial block padding. We use the PDD in our BPCLC algorithm to determine whether a partial block padding should be executed. A padding threshold is then introduced, and only when the PDD value of a victim cluster is larger than the padding threshold value, the partial block padding will be conducted. We will study the influence of the padding threshold on the performance of BPCLC in Section 4.
Data structure
The data structure used in BPCLC is similar to that of CLC, as shown in Fig.5 . BPCLC also maintains two page cluster lists, namely a hot LRU page cluster list and a cold LRU page cluster list. A new page cluster is initially inserted into the MRU position of the hot LRU cluster list. When the hot LRU cluster list is full and a new page cluster arrives, the page cluster in the LRU position of the list is evicted from the list and inserted into the cold LRU cluster list with a corresponding cluster size. If a page cluster residing in any of the cold LRU cluster lists is accessed, the page cluster is moved to the MRU position of the hot LRU cluster list. In this manner, hot clusters come together in the hot LRU cluster list and cold clusters in the cold LRU cluster list. The page cluster with the largest cluster size is selected as a victim from the cold LRU cluster list. Therefore, only a cold and large cluster is selected as a victim. The buffer space partitioning between the two kinds lists is determined based on the number of page clusters, using a partition parameter (0 ≤ α ≤ 1). 
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we compare the performance of BPCLC with three competitors, namely FAB, BPLRU, and CLC. We compare the four algorithms with respect to a few metrics, including write count, erase count, merge count, and overall I/O overhead.
Experiment setup
The experiments are conducted based on our flash memory simulation framework, called FlashDBSim [9] . Flash-DBSim is a reusable and reconfigurable framework for the simulation-based evaluation of algorithms on flash disks. It can be regarded as a reconfigurable SSD. In our experiment, we simulate a 256MB NAND flash-based SSD, which has 64 pages per block and 2KB per page. Moreover, for simplification we assume that the size of a buffer frame is the same as the page size in NAND flash memory. The I/O characteristics of the flash-based SSD are shown in Table 1 and the erasure limitation of blocks is 100,000 cycles. We use the block-level address mapping in the FlashDBSim, because the page-level address mapping is not used widely in practical situation for its large memory consumption. We adopt BAST as an FTL scheme and our experiments show that BAST performs best when we use eight log blocks in our experiment.
In the experiments we use two types of traces. The first trace is generated by DiskSim [14] , and the second one is a one-hour OLTP trace in a real bank system supplied by Prof. Gerhard Weikum. Table 2  and Table 3 show the details about the traces. In Table 2 , the locality "80%/20%" means eighty percentages of requests focus on twenty percentages of total pages. Note that those traces contain both read and write requests. Since we only focus on the write buffer management policy, we only process the write requests in both traces. 
Experimental results

Overall I/O overhead
Fig . 6 shows the overall I/O overhead of BPCLC and other three algorithms. In this experiment, the buffer size is 16MB, and the partition parameters in BPCLC and CLC are both set to 0.1. The overall I/O overhead of a write buffer algorithm is defined as follows:
Overall I/O overhead = flash read time during block padding + flash write time (assuming an underlying FTL) for victims.
Here, flash write time contributes most in the total I/O time, because flash write operations need more time than flash read operations. Meanwhile, flash write time has a highly dependence on the underlying FTL algorithm. Note we do not calculate the CPU runtime in our experiment. In Fig.6 , we use a normalized I/O time to measure the I/O overhead of different write buffer management schemes. The normalized I/O overhead is computed as follows:
Normalized I/O overhead = overall I/O time / n, where n is a tailor-made number. According to Fig.6 , BPCLC shows the best performance among the four algorithms, owing to adopting a partial block padding technique. Since all the evicted clusters in BPCLC are fully sequential write sequence, BPCLC has a good write performance. On the other hand, the overhead of FTL is also reduced because BPCLC tends to bring more partial merges and switch operations instead of full merges in FTL. BPLRU shows the worst performance for the traces of T7355 and T7382. This is because BPLRU may flush the clusters both contains hot pages and cold pages. This lowers the page hit ratios of BPLRU and more full merges will be introduced. On the other hand, while the average size of evicted clusters is small, BPLRU needs to read more unmodified pages to perform the block padding. FAB shows worst performance for the traces of OLTP. This is because FAB does not consider the recency of pages, and write requests on hot pages are sent to flash memory frequently. Due to the consideration on the recency of pages, CLC gets a better performance than FAB and BPLRU in the three traces. 
Page write count and block erase count
We also compared the numbers of page writes and block erase in flash memory. In this experiment, we use the OLTP trace and measure the write count and erase count of each algorithm. The buffer size is 16MB. The results are shown in Table 4 . As we can see in Table 4 , by adopting the fully block padding technique the number of page write of BPLRU is almost the same as FAB. But its block erasure count is reduced more than 20%. The overall I/O performance of BPLRU is better than FAB, CLC, and BPLRU, because of its partial block padding technique. Although BPCLC reads some unmodified pages into the buffer, the number of write operations are still less than CLC. This is because most of the evicted clusters in CLC are not fully sequential write sequence. When garbage collection occurs, a large number of page copy operations will be executed. Thus, the total write count of CLC is larger than BPCLC, as well as the block erase count. While BPCLC adopts the partial page padding technique which just pads partial missed pages, the total number of write operations and erase operations are less than the other three algorithms. 
Merge count
Fig . 7 shows the percentages of the three different merge operations for each algorithm. By adopting a partial page padding technique, most of the evicted clusters in BPCLC are fully sequential sequences. Compared with CLC and FAB, the percentages of switch and partial merge operations in BPCLC are increased significantly. Besides, CLC brings much full merge operations and has low ratios of switch merge and partial merge operations, because it just pays attention to evict the largest clusters in the size-dependent LRU cluster list and most of the clusters are not fully sequential sequence. Fig. 8 shows the effect of the partition parameter (α) in BPCLC. Here we also use the OLTP trace. The partition parameter refers to the proportion for the hot LRU cluster list in the buffer. The time is normalized such that the execution time is regarded as 1 when α = 0.1 and the buffer size is 2MB. In our experiments BPCLC has the best performance when α is set to 0.1. Fig. 9 shows the effect of the threshold of page distribution density in BPCLC. In this experiment, we fixed the buffer size at 16MB and the threshold value varies from 0% to 100%. When the threshold value equals 100%, which means no block padding is performed and BPCLC gets the same performance as CLC. Fig.9 shows that BPCLC has the best performance under the OLTP trace when the threshold value is 10%. Meanwhile, BPCLC obtains the best performance under the T7355 and T7382 traces when the threshold value ranges from 10% to 20%. This is because the threshold value is affected by the data access pattern, so that the evicted clusters may exhibit different page distribution densities. Our experimental results also show that we should use a relatively small value for the padding threshold. Otherwise, more un-fully sequential write sequences will be flushed to the flash device and many full merge operations will be introduced.
Influence of the partition parameter
Threshold of page distribution density
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an efficient write buffer algorithm for flash-based SSDs, named BPCLC which adopts a partial block padding technique to decrease the overhead issued by FTL. In our simulation experiment, BPLRU outperforms the other competitors and provide about 30% improvement over CLC when running the real OLTP trace.
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